2010 honda odyssey battery

Researching battery replacements for your Honda Odyssey? You can pretty much drive your
Honda Odyssey until you don't want to anymore. But your Odyssey's battery? Don't count on it
to last forever. The average car battery lasts three to five years. Replace it regularly instead! Pay
attention to clues that your battery is on its way out. A lagging starter, a blinking battery or
check engine light, swollen battery case, corrosion-covered posts, and subpar electrical
performance can all signal that your battery needs attention. With computerized testing we can
see how much charge is left in your battery. Visit us for a complimentary battery check and, if
needed, a replacement battery for your Honda Odyssey. Car batteries are only one of our many
strong suits. Get help choosing the battery size that matches your vehicle, and schedule an
appointment today for a quick car battery replacement. Your Honda Odyssey deserves the best,
which is why we only carry top-of-the-line replacement parts and batteries. We install more than
, car batteries a year using America's 1 replacement battery from Interstate Batteries. Interstate
has been an battery-industry leader for durability, performance, and innovation. Pop the hood of
any Honda Odyssey and you may find a trusty Interstate Battery. Their entire line of powerful
offerings can be found in forklifts freightliners, utility vehicles, and even boats! You need a car
battery that's just as dependable as your Honda Odyssey. Have you recently had a fresh battery
installed in your Honda Odyssey? Good thinking! You can give your new battery a head start
with proper care and attention. You can take care of your battery by cutting back on
unnecessary short trips, keeping your battery posts clean, and not playing the radio or using
other electronics when the engine is turned off. Firestone Complete Auto Care has answers to
your top car battery questions. If you have battery questions that are Honda Odyssey-specific,
stop by your nearest store. Our technicians have the answers. Schedule an Appointment. Why
won't my Odyssey battery stay charged? A battery is in its final hour when it will no longer hold
a charge. The battery may be too old. What do you do with my old Odyssey battery? We recycle
it, taking care of both your car and the Earth. How much do Honda Odyssey batteries cost? You
can find affordable Odyssey batteries by using one of our car battery coupons, when available.
And, all Interstate Batteries have a limited-time free replacement and performance warranty.
Shop Batteries. Researching battery replacements for your Honda Odyssey? You can pretty
much drive your Honda Odyssey until you don't want to anymore. But your Odyssey's battery?
Don't count on it to last forever. The average car battery lasts three to five years. Replace it
regularly instead! Pay attention to clues that your battery is on its way out. A lagging starter, a
blinking battery or check engine light, swollen battery case, corrosion-covered posts, and
subpar electrical performance can all signal that your battery needs attention. With
computerized testing we can see how much charge is left in your battery. Visit us for a
complimentary battery check and, if needed, a replacement battery for your Honda Odyssey.
Car batteries are only one of our many strong suits. Get help choosing the battery size that
matches your vehicle, and schedule an appointment today for a quick car battery replacement.
Your Honda Odyssey deserves the best, which is why we only carry top-of-the-line replacement
parts and batteries. We install more than , car batteries a year using America's 1 replacement
battery from Interstate Batteries. Interstate has been an battery-industry leader for durability,
performance, and innovation. Pop the hood of any Honda Odyssey and you may find a trusty
Interstate Battery. Their entire line of powerful offerings can be found in forklifts freightliners,
utility vehicles, and even boats! You need a car battery that's just as dependable as your Honda
Odyssey. Have you recently had a fresh battery installed in your Honda Odyssey? Good
thinking! You can give your new battery a head start with proper care and attention. You can
take care of your battery by cutting back on unnecessary short trips, keeping your battery posts
clean, and not playing the radio or using other electronics when the engine is turned off.
Firestone Complete Auto Care has answers to your top car battery questions. If you have
battery questions that are Honda Odyssey-specific, stop by your nearest store. Our technicians
have the answers. Schedule an Appointment. Why won't my Odyssey battery stay charged? A
battery is in its final hour when it will no longer hold a charge. The battery may be too old. What
do you do with my old Odyssey battery? We recycle it, taking care of both your car and the
Earth. How much do Honda Odyssey batteries cost? You can find affordable Odyssey batteries
by using one of our car battery coupons, when available. And, all Interstate Batteries have a
limited-time free replacement and performance warranty. Shop Batteries. My odyssey's battery
keeps draining! We just bought the van in November. We thought it might had a bad battery so
we replaced it. Worked fine until it sat for a couple days. Battery is completely drained. No
interior lights were left on. When the battery was working the front interior lights are not
working when the lights are set to turn on when the doors are opened. They won't cut on with
that switch at all but the back lights do. They will cut on if you manually press them. The little
orange light that lights up the center console is not cutting on at all. We were thinking it might
be a problem with those lights. Anyway, it's not the alternater as its draining while it's parked

and off as if something on the inside was left on but we can't figure what. Any ideas how we can
pin point it? Vkp23 answered 5 years ago. I just read a post talking about the doors and the
battery draining. We have been having trouble with the doors seeming to hang up when we try
to open or close it. The safety feature and all Douglas answered 4 years ago. You appear to
have a parasitic drain problem. I had this on a as well as a Honda Odyssey van. What the
problem was is that a AC relay fuse had gone bad. When the fuse goes bad, it constantly tries to
engage the air conditioning compressor even when the vehicle is turned off. As a result, it
keeps trying to engage the compressor until the battery is totally drained. The AC relay, which
is less than thirty bucks, should fix your problem. Swap it out with a new one, and see if that
fixes your problem. If it does not, please take your van to a real mechanic to do an electrical
system analysis. Both sliding doors good. GuruWTF4R answered 2 years ago. When you
needed to to replace the AC clutch relay cuz it was draining your battery dead was your air
conditioning still working. Great answers, but my problem was not the ac relay, Left slider door
was not working and the drain was from the micu module in the rt rear of the vehicle
GuruCTQH4 answered 2 years ago. I'm having a similar issue with my Odyssey. It's just over a
year old and kept in the garage, so the battery shouldn't need replacing yet. I brought it to the
dealer for a sliding door latch recall. Since then, the battery has been dying every weekend.
After it happened the first time, we've been hypervigilent checking the lights, etc. We haven't left
anything on or open. So we think it's the doors. I'm at the dealer right now waiting to see what
they say GuruCS6YF answered 2 years ago. Could you let me know what the dealer said and if
the issue was fixed? I have the same problem and have not found the solution. It is draining 0. I
took out fuses one by one and check if current dropped. I didn't find any fuse that significantly
reduces the drain current. GuruLD48F answered about a year ago. We are on third battery and
replacing every two years. Same issues with battery drain. I have been experiencing noted
issues with doors and over the summer my AC did stop working. We are on battery 3 and
alternator 2 about 9 months span Going to attempt to follow some of the tips noted in here.
Odydude answered about a year ago. We are on our 3rd battery. Did a parasitic battery draw test
and had. Pulled Backup 7 fuse and reading decreased to. Might have an issue with the micro
switch causing an audible door alarm while in drive. There no warning lights in the instrument
panel indicating the rear sliding doors are open. AllHonda answered about a year ago. We are
also having audible door alarm while in drive. Switching to manual door silences the alarm but
the battery drain has been happening along with it since fall. Waiting to hear your finding
Odydude. Mommavan answered about a year ago. Any answer to audible door alarm while
driving? I'm having repeated dead batteries in Odyssey and have had problems with door alarm
for past year usually when very hot outside. GuruS6ZLM answered about a year ago. I notice
that there are 10 relays with the same part number as the AC relay. There are 4 under the front
driver side above the fuses, 3 on the front passabger side next to the fuses, and 3 under hood 1
being the AC relay. I went through 4 batters in a years time. I thought if the AC relay could cause
this problem, then any one could be a problem seeing that they are the same relay. I replaced
them all about 4 months ago and it fixed the problem. I do not care which one was bad, all I
know is the problem is fixed. GuruT59WV answered about a year ago. I have a my Odyssey at
the Honda dealership for 3 weeks you let the car sit three days battery is dead. They put new
battery, changed ac relay switch fixed both power door still believe there is an issue wit left
door, but they said no any other ideas. Kamibird answered about a year ago. Go to a mechanic
that specializes in electrical. You don't happen to live in nocal? RC answered about a year ago.
Do you know a good mechanic that specializes in electrical around Sacramento CA? DougNiner
answered about a year ago. I have a Honda Odyssey. I've had the issue with the door chime
staying on unless the automatic door switch is turned off. The drivers side sliding door
sometimes works when the chime stays on while driving and sometimes doesn't the chime will
stay off while driving. I also have a parasitic draw going on that drains my battery in a day or so.
The battery is brand new. I took the van to the Honda dealership and they were unable to find
the issue with the draw. They did say that it appears the sliding door rear latch was faulty and
the control unit. I've replaced both and hasn't fixed the battery drain. What would be the next
step to find out what's killing my battery? I'm having same battery drain and left sliding door
problem on my Odyssey EXL. Anyone know a good mechanic around Sacramento CA that
specializes in electrical and has dealt with this seemly common issue? Any help with this
frustrating issue is much appreciated! GuruH1WTR answered about a year ago. Remove it from
its housing and check for a seized spring latch. Spray it with WD40 and move it back and forth.
Once it releases add some grease and replace and it should fix your problem. I fixed my door, It
was one of the micro switches on the rear latch, it was bent out of shape causing it to not
engage Let's hope this fixes the parasitic drain issue as well, fingers crossed. GuruH1WTR
answered 11 months ago. Cortlyn answered 10 months ago. I have a parasitic drain problem on

both my odyssey EX with power sliding doors I replaced left sliding door rear lock and now my
odyssey LX with manual doors has a 3. If i remove fuse 22 the drain stops the 70 amp side is the
problem. It supposedly supplies the passenger fuse box, but I pulled out every fuse and both
Omron relays above the fuse box and the 3. I have Battery draining issue too. I have the radio
on - on accessory mode, in 10 minutes the battery is totally dead. The alternator and battery
were changed but resulted in same problem when radio on accessory mode. My thought is the
battery could be undersized and lesson is run the car if the radio is on. I have other cars but do
not have this electrical problem. Any suggestions? Vbg79 answered 7 months ago. Guys if the
culprit in the rear sliding door for the culprit and chaining the motor is the answer do you know
how much will it cost. GuruH1WTR answered 7 months ago. For months I suffered with parasitic
drainage on my Honda Odyssey. Checked every fuse you can think of. After some of my own
labor and lots of research I fixed the problem and it never came back. It turned out to be the rear
passenger sliding door latch. I have a picture on one of my previous post. I have a ex, buzzer
would go unless I turned it off. Left side sliding door motor bad, computer thinks the door is
open buzz , won't go to sleep, battery dies in 3 days. Teese answered 4 months ago. We turned
the power doors off. And is still draining the battery. We had a new alternator and battery
installed recently. Any other ideas on what to check? Dka answered 4 weeks ago. I followed the
tips that you gave: I removed the door latch cleaned it all up, saw that everything seemed to be
working well, and reinstalled it I also bought one from an auto-wrecker but when testing it,
nothing changed so I reinstalled the original. Some extra info: the door seems totally dead, it
doesn't respond to any input, whether from the key fob or the dash switch. Any ideas?? I've
been trying to figure this out for a long time now. GuruH1WTR answered 4 weeks ago. Did you
remove the door latch cover and moved the pivot cam back and forth. My door would not do
anything at all. After I removed my door latch and tinkered with it and noticed that one of the
pivot pins was seized. I greased it up and managed to get it loose. Once I replaced it and
switched on the main sliding door switch it literally came back to life. Thimblekisses answered 4
weeks ago. I found this thread via google - I have a odyssey. New battery, alternator replaced
less than a year ago. I am also experiencing the battery drain issue. Any advice? What do I tell
him to check? Once I fixed the door latch I no longer have the parasitic drainage problem.
Continue working on that latch. Good luck!!! We are just getting ready to pick up our van from
the dealer as well. Exact same problems are you all are mentioning: parasitic battery drain. We
also have issues with the drivers side slider beeping, so we have disabled the doors. Still a
drain. The dealer is suggesting we replace the master fuse box, but then tell is that may still not
solve the problem. Guru9Y1NLW answered 2 weeks ago. My mechanic gave up. He
disconnected the power locks which is a pain since there is only a keyhole on the drivers door. I
can power unlock but not lock. Imagine the circus of me trying to get my two year old in the car.
But the key has to be in the ignition to power unlock. This is a mess and really annoying.
GuruH1WTR answered 2 weeks ago. It has nothing to do with your problem. I had the same
exact thing. Did everything you can think of to stop the parasitic drainage. Read my previous
post about the side locking door latch. It should fix your problem. Battery is completely I have
Honda Odyssey and It is draining 0. I didn't find any fuse that sign Would power sliding door
quitting cause battery to drain every day. Pulling fuse doesn't stop drain. I have a Honda
Odyssey with miles. I have been having sliding door problems and the "sliding door" warning
has appeared on my dash. I could live with this but I am now having battery prob I am randomly
having the battery go dead on my Honda Odyssey. It has happened for years now. I think it has
something to do with the passenger sliding door. There have been times I can slam th Content
submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus,
and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to
CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our
policies. You can read more here and make your cookie choices. By continuing to use this site
you agree to us doing so. Odyssey battery draining. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:.
Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Honda Odyssey question. Search
Honda Odyssey Questions. CarGurus Experts. Find great deals from top-rated dealers Search.
Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Autos helped make these videos. The video above
shows you how to replace the battery in your Honda Odyssey. We recommend changing the
battery in Hondas every 4 years. Although some batteries last much longer, most batteries
begin breaking down chemically after four years, so you could experience dimmer headlights
and other negative effects before you have a dead battery in your Odyssey that you need to
replace. Replacing the battery in your Odyssey involves removing the terminals. When you
reconnect the terminals, your radio presets are likely to be cleared out. In some Odysseys, you
may need to re-enter a security code to get your radio to work again. Check for this code in your
owners manual - it will usually be either a sticker or small card in the booklet. If you can't find it,

call Honda and they will give you the code for free. In many Hondas, the transmission "learns"
how you drive over time and makes adjustments, so you may experience altered driving
dynamics as your car re-learns your driving style after changing the battery. Hans Angermeier
has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad
expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Car companies
often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the
same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our
system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics.
The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to
get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part
and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix
things on their cars. Check your brake fluid. Checking your brake fluid from time to time is a
great way to ensure safe stopping. Proper jumpstart procedure. Learning how to jump your car
before you need to is an excellent idea. Determine if your air filter is dirty. Learn where your air
filter is located and how to determine if it needs to be changed. Try this cheap fix for leaks.
Animals love the sweet smell of antifreeze, too bad it's toxic! Fix your minor leaks. See all
videos for the Honda Odyssey. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have
everything It is trying to warn you that there is an issue with the charging system. The charging
system itself is relatively simple. The battery light comes on when it detects that the voltage in
the battery is too low. Most battery lights will come on when the vehicle starts if the computer
has detected that the voltage was too low for a quality start. With an older battery, you will often
notice this on the first truly cold day of the year. You may have noticed your Odyssey struggling
to start, and then the battery light stays on after the start. The engine turns the alternator, which
charges the battery. The battery is primarily there to start your Odyssey. This is an important
thing to know. A bad battery usually makes itself known when you are trying to start the vehicle.
A bad alternator will usually make itself known when the engine is already running. A new
alternator will rectify the problem. Nearly all modern vehicles use a serpentine belt to turn the
alternator. The voltage from the alternator is sent to the battery through a wire that connects to
the battery post. It only takes a second to check it out. A battery post cleaner or wire brush can
clean it up in no time. Just be careful not to get any of the corrosion in your eye. If the alternator
seemed to be charging the battery fine, then it is time to move on to the battery itself. We
recommend taking it to the local parts store. Almost all of them will test it for free. Your
Odyssey will operate for a short period of time off of the battery alone. But, if the alternator has
gone bad, it will eventually leave you stranded. If your battery light comes on when you are on
the road, get somewhere to have it tested as soon as you can. If you feel there is anything you
can add, please leave a comment below. Good luck! Jason, thank you for taking the time to
write this up this is a very helpful article and easy to follow. This is what I did to diagnose my
alternator issue. This is the best write up on the topic that I have seen. Battery The battery is
primarily there to start your Odyssey. Alternator A typical alternator A bad alternator will usually
make itself known when the engine is already running. Alternator Belt Nearly all modern
vehicles use a serpentine belt to turn the alternator. Battery Post Corrosion The voltage from
the alternator is sent to the battery through a wire that connects to the battery post. Touch the
positive side of the voltmeter to the positive battery wire. With the engine off, you should get a
reading somewhere between Leave the air conditioner off, as well as the headlights and any
other accessories. After firing the engine up, you should get over If you got Now, assuming that
the alternator was producing over 14 volts, go ahead and turn on the headlights, air conditioner,
radio, and any other accessory you can think of, and run the same test all over again. Battery
Test If the alternator seemed to be charging the battery fine, then it is time to move on to the
battery itself. I hope you have a Merry Christmas sir! Worried about potential repair costs? An
extended warranty can provide peace of mind. See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see
vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. To see how frequently Honda
Odyssey problems occur, check out our car reliability stats. See most expensive repairs
Worried about potential repair costs? Chart based on 49 repair trips. The repair cost chart
excludes repairs made under warranty, do-it-yourself repairs, and repair trips that include
maintenance. Motor needed replacing. Other door had problem 6 months earlier. We have no
kids and the doors do not get abused. The regularly dealer-repaired side doors also seem to
cause a beeping which must be manually turned off every time the car is operated. Repaired,
then failed again about three months later. My wife continues to live with the problem. The
current problem is that it takes several tries to get the door to decide to automatically shut. We
wish we could just disconnect the motor entirely and slide it open and shut like we all did 20
years ago. DVD was scratched, polished and reinserted. Battery replaced. Cables cleaned and
lubed. Alternator replaced. Battery had to be replaced again. Removed and replaced. Thank God

it wasn't on the freeway. Towed it to the repair shop and found out it was the alternator that
went out. Had the alternator and battery replaced. Battery was completely drained when
alternator went out. My whole back light system went out. All bulbs needed to be replaced. The
top brake light on the van was melted. Replaced the lens and socket. Gave up on them fixing the
alarm issue. Replaced AC relay. This was draining the battery when the car was parked. Second
TPS sensor that has failed since purchase. Replaced free under extended warranty. The dealer
said they couldn't trace any evidence has to be in the on state for them to find an issue. Started
failure in November, but dealer couldn't diagnose. Took 2 days to figure out how to reset it. No
parts needed. Not covered under HondaCare warranty. Sensor replaced. Required tow after
getting jump start and hearing loud screeching noise and seeing smoke from hood. Dealer
wanted the car for a day so that they could duplicate the problem. Am travelling from TX to MI
and back. Decided to take car back to TX dealer. Light came on intermitently. Would go off and
then come back ON. Car became underivable and all system failed 1-by Dealer could not
replicate. Wasn't an issue until there was a melt in February and couldn't clean the rear window.
Dealership said the line was pinched during assembly of the vehicle. They unkinked it and it
works now. Had to change the whole thing. See TrueDelta's information for all Minivans. See
TrueDelta's information for all
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Honda models. Sliding door issue again. Side door did not work. GPS system randomly goes
offline. Car kept dying at inopportune times. Right Brake light was improperly repaired by a
different shop - bulb replaced again with a working LED. My car shut down completely while
driving. Dead battery, jumped ok. Checked battery and charging system, replaced alternator.
Alternator replaced again after less than 2 years old. Cheap remanufactured alternators don't
last long. Seems to coincide with rainy days. Sliding doors would not latch properly. TPS
Sensor went bad on left front. There was a leak in the air conditioner tubing causing the Freon
to leak. I think the seat warmer on the driver's side is intermittently turning itself on. Alternator
failed. TPMS Error code. Alternator failed while enroute to Houston, TX from home. Rear window
washer never worked from day 1. Electrical switch that controlled the rear brake lights needed
replacement. Water was leaking into right rear light assembly.

